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Traditional Gold-Edged Set 84 gold foil-edged tabs for Bibles from 7 inches up to 12 inches. Set

includes tabs for Old and New Testaments and Catholic books. Also includes a selection of special

tabs for marking your concordance, note sections and even your own special Life Verse.   Tabs are

printed on both sides, come with a quick and easy placement guide and are conveniently packaged

in a compact 3.25" x 6.25" package that can hang on a peg or stand on a counter.
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These large print bible index tabs enable me to easily and quickly find bible verses.To properly

place them on a page, small decorative lines are under each chapter abbreviation. Three to four of

the tabs had irregularities with these lines (portions of the lines were missing).Application is simple

but somewhat time-consuming. Care must be taken when applying the tabs to ensure they're

placed on the correct page and in the correct order.While not perfect, these tabs serve my purpose

adequately.

these Bible Book tabs help me locate books quickly. I wish I had positioned them a little further "out"

so if you get them, be generous with them sticking out from the Bible a little more. I think mine are a

little too close.

Really like this. Now I can find chapters quickly. Mounting the tabs can be tricky, but I found that if I

pulled off the protective paper strips and laid it down on the page after the page I wanted to tab,



then slowly the page I wanted to tab, then I got great results. If you have a catholic bible, then this

set has all the tabs you need. Do wish it had some blank tabs so you could tab a page (like

glossary). See pics

These tabs are an excellent investment. I fact, I purchased this item for a relative based on a set

that I received personally a few years back. The large print is easy on the eyes. I would definitely

recommend them especially for avid or novice bible readers.

My father is a retired Baptist minister, and I bought this for him for his birthday (which is actually

today, 4/4) - He is always so hard to shop for, so I bought these tabs for the new Bible that he got

for Christmas, and they went on the Bible right away!

Apparently the pages of my Bible are tooooooo thin for the labels and it is making a mess for me.

Many pages are getting torn and I am having to make scotch tape repairs to save them. I love the

idea but be sure the pages of your Bible will be able to handle the additional stress of tabs. I didn't.

These tabs are very good, large enough to see immediately, and with a bit of gold to help remind

me that the Bible is a treasure.

These tabs are great separators in my new bible. They are easy to apply and are so convenient for

finding different sections of my bible quickly.
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